MAKE MORE connections

Solutions to Enable the Connected Aircraft
CONNECTIVITY AND DATA SOLUTIONS

Connecting with customers and crew starts with connecting your aircraft.

We understand that connecting your aircraft requires more than just hardware and software. It requires a collaborative partner with the expertise to create system solutions that work in harmony to achieve your goals.

Astronics serves as your connected aircraft partner, working in collaboration with you to provide innovative products with the engineering, integration, and certification services to make your connected aircraft program a success.

Count on Astronics for:
- A breadth of certified product solutions—for SATCOM, avionics, and cabin connectivity and data
- Custom solution development—from seasoned engineering teams who craft products, systems, and certifications into programs that fulfill customer visions
- Engineering expertise—from our in-house engineering, design, integration, and installation of hardware and software systems
- Future-proof systems—with proven, industry-leading technologies
- Easy integration—with the elegant simplicity of open architectures that integrate well within Astronics and with other industry connectivity providers
- Experience in the ecosystem—with a globally installed base of connected aircraft solutions
- Worldwide support—available for 24/7/365 customer service, support, and maintenance


Connect with your passengers for loyalty and revenue opportunities. Connect with your crew for safety and operational efficiencies. Astronics delivers it all for your ultimate connected aircraft.
Astronics—The World’s Connected Aircraft Partner

Our proven solutions enable global airlines, inflight connectivity providers, systems integrators, and airframe manufacturers to create seamless connectivity experiences.

Customers include:

All Major Airlines
AREsurfing
APIJET
Boeing
Delta Flight Products
Donica
Fairlink Systems
Global Eagle
Gogo
Honeywell
Hughes
IMMFLY
Panasonic
Rockwell Collins
SATCOM Direct
SITAONAIR
Thales
TNET
ViaSat
Zodiac

Certifications

These certifications represent our commitment to quality, safety, environmental standards, and efficiency.

Astronics Corporation (NASDAQ: ATRO) serves the world’s aerospace, defense, and other mission critical industries with proven, innovative technology solutions. We work side-by-side with customers, integrating our array of power, connectivity, lighting, structure, interior, and test technologies to solve complex challenges. For 50 years, we’ve delivered creative, customer-focused solutions with exceptional responsiveness. Today global airframe manufacturers, airlines, military branches, completion centers, and Fortune 500 companies rely on the collaborative spirit and innovation of Astronics.